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QUESTION 1

There are 20 patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and 32 patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML), both
variants of a blood cancer. 

The makeup of the groups as follows: 

Each individual has an expression value for each of 10000 different genes. The expression value for each 

gene is a continuous value between -1 and 1. 

With which type of plot can you encode the most amount of the data visually? 

Rather than use all 10,000 features to separate AML from ALL, you pick a small subnet of features to 

separate them optimally. You feature vectors have 10,000 dimensions while you only have 52 data points. You use
cross-validation to test your chosen set of features. What three methods will choose the features in an optimal way? 

A. Singular value Decomposition 

B. Bootstrapping 

C. Markov chain Monte Carlo 

D. Hidden Markov 

E. Bayesian Information Criterion 

F. Mutual Information 

Correct Answer: CDF 

 

 

QUESTION 2
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When optimizing a function using stochastic gradient descent, how frequently should you update your estimate of the
gradient? 

A. Once after every pass through the data set 

B. Once per observation 

C. For each observation with a probability that you choose ahead of time 

D. After a random number of observations 

E. Once every N observations, where you decide N ahead of time 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a data file that contains two trillion records, one record per line (comma separated). Each record lists two
friends and unique message sent between them. Their names will not have commas. 

Michael, John, Pabst, Blue Ribbon Tiffany, James, BMX Racing John, Michael, Natural Lemon Flavor 

Analyze the pseudo code examples below and determine which set of mappers and reducers in the below pseudo code
snippets will solve for the mean number of messages each user sends to all of the friends? 

For example pseudo code may have three friends to whom he sends 6, 10, and 200 messages, respectively, so
Michael\\'s mean would be (6+10+200)/3. The solution may require a pipeline of two MapReduce jobs. 

A. def mapper1 (line): key1, key2, message = line.split (` , \\') emit ( (key1, key2) , 1) def reducer1(key, values): emit
(key, sum(values)) def mapper2(key, value): key1, key2 = key / / unpack both friends name into separate keys emit
(key1, value) 

def reducer2(key, values): 

emit (key, mean (values) ) 

B. def mapper1 (line): key1, key2, message = line.split (` , \\') emit ( (key1, key2) , 1) emit ( (key1, key2) , 1) def
reducer1(key, values): emit (key, sum(values)) def mapper2(key, value): key1, key2 = key / / unpack both friends name
into separate keys emit (key1, value) def reducer2(key, values): emit (key, mean (values) ) 

C. def mapper1 (line): key1, key2, message = line.split (` , \\') emit ( (key1, key2) , 1) emit ( (key1, key2) , 1) def
reducer1(key, values): emit (key, sum(values)) 

D. def mapper (line) : Key1, key2, message = line.split (` , \\') Sort (key1, key2) / / a fiven pair will always be sorted the
same Emit ( ( key 1, key2), 1) Def reducer1(key, values) : Emit (key, sum (values) ) Def Mapper2 (key, value) Key1,
key2 = key / / unpack both friends names into separate keys Emit (key1, value) Emit (key2, value) Def reducer2(key,
values); Emit (key, mean (values) ) 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which recommender system technique is domain specific? 

A. Content-based collaboration filtering 

B. Item-based collaborative filtering 

C. User-based collaborative filtering 

D. Naïve Bayes classifier 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~srosenth/papers/Rosenthal_RecSys09.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

Which point in the figure is the mode? 

A. A 

B. B 

C. C 

Correct Answer: C 
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